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SYNTHESIS, FROM HUMANITY´S ORIGINS, TO ITS RETURN HOME. 

Synthesis by: Alain P. Goormaghtigh (August 2020) 

 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

Given that modern science evaluates the Earth´s age to around 450 million years, it already has 
a long history. Furthermore, archaeological, anthropological and ethnological evidences, in 
many cases, occulted to the public, as well as passages of the most important Sacred Scriptures, 
indicate that our world has been visited and colonized by beings from outer space, since about 
250,000 years ago. Among those visitors, there were human-like and zoomorphic races, with 
reptile, feline and insect appearances, among others, from the Constellation of Orion, such as 
the Anunakis who founded Sumer and Babylon. On the other hand, beings from The Pleiades, 
founded Hyperborea and Atlantis, while others, from Sirio (Canis Major) and the Constellation 
of Lira founded the Lemurian Civilization, on the continent called ‘Mu’.  

Those civilizations brought plant species along, meanwhile other spores and seeds were carried 
by asteroids and meteorites that impacted the Earth, at some moment of its proto-history. Then, 
these species developed, in our world and, with time, they diversified, to form the present-day 
flora.     

Since the fragmentation of the Pangea; a gigantic and single mass of firm land, surrounded by 
water, the constant drifting process of tectonic plates, in the Earth´s crust, got to form 
continents, by means of changes, either slow and imperceptible, or convulsive and catastrophic. 
Indeed, it is time we´d recognize that this planet is a live being which, whether we want it or 
not, fulfills its own evolutionary cycles determined by the cyclical dynamics of the solar system 
it pertains to, as well as by cycles proper to other stellar systems and their influences, in the 
Rotating Galaxy, called ‘Milky Way’, that is one of the millions of components of the Universe in 
which it is situated, and interacts with. 

Thus, with these general guidelines and, further along, more precise data, we´ll be able to have 
a better idea of humanity´s evolutionary process, including that of the Inkan Culture, within the 
frame of its dynamics of constant changes, through successive mutation and hybridization 
stages that turned it into what is today´s modern Peruvian Culture.       

In addition, this appendix projects us towards the essential evolutionary steps that will allow a 
portion of humanity to give birth to a new unified planetary and cosmic civilization. In fact, 
today, we already can take advantage of the exceptional evolutionary opportunity a cosmic 
conjecture is offering us, through the inexorable elevation process of Atomic Vibratory 
Frequency, in the solar system, planet and human being, in an Ascending Dynamics, towards the 
Fifth Dimension, as the planet enters the Tenth Pachakuti which, according to Inkan Tradition 
and Cosmogony, is a Positive Evolutionary Cycle, of Light, combined with the entry of the whole 
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Solar System, in the Photon Belt generated by Alcyon; the main star of The Pleiades´ 
Constellation which the Sun belongs to.      

Then, in the sequence, we´ll synthesize about 25,000 years of planetary and human history, 
either, little known, or still kept secret, as well as accepted by certain scholarly circles or, 
otherwise, published on a massive scale. However, we must warn, and take into account, that 
much information, delivered to the public, has been manipulated, whether intentionally or not. 
Indeed, the dire millenary elites, who are still ruling this world, always intend securing the 
Monopoly of Absolute Power, by keeping for themselves the best this planet has had, and still 
has to offer. That way, they hide, distort and modify elements of history, to serve their interests, 
without the least concern about common people´s destiny, given that they consider us as mere 
rats which they submit to their experiments, in accordance with their plans, in their great 
planetary laboratory.         

A BIT OF ANTEDILUVIAN HISTORY: 

To support this section of the present appendix, we have based ourselves upon the research of 
Madame Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, in the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries, as well as 
on those led by the Anglo-American Colonel, James Churchward (1854-1936), those of Georges 
Cuvier, a French naturalist and zoologist (1769-1832), of British geologist, William Blanford 
(1832-1905), of Abbe Brasseur, Austrian paleontologist, Neumayr (1845-1890), German 
biologist, Ernst Heinrich Haekel (1834-1919), of Sir Aurel Stein, explorer and archaeologist, at 
the beginning of the 20th century, of British zoologist, Philip L. Sclater (1829-1913), of the San 
José Rosicrucian Congregation, in California, of John Anthony West, in the first half of the 20th 
century, of Carl Sagan (1934-1996), a famous astronomer, astrophysicist, cosmologist, writer 
and scientific publisher, of L. Sprague De Camp, Hwee-Yong Jang, and ex Jesuit, Lucas Marton, 
among many others.  

These data, referring to Mu and, later on, to Lemuria, give tips regarding its past existence and 
geographic situation, as well as about the important influence its inhabitants had on the 
development of great ‘mother civilizations’ that flourished in the ancient world, and engendered 
18 ‘daughter civilizations’, one of which was the Inkan Civilization. 

We also have resorted to data revealed through channeling sessions conducted by Robert 
Shapiro and Lyssa Royal Holt that describe the features of the stellar races, proceeding from Lira, 
Sirio and The Pleiades, who constituted one of the seven Root Races that colonized Mu, many 
thousands of years ago.  

According to this research and channeling sessions, Mu existed in the North-west of what we 
presently call the Pacific Ocean, in the geographical area currently occupied by Malaysia, Java, 
Borneo, Indonesia, Polynesia, Micronesia and several island archipelagos considered among the 
world´s most enchanting and enigmatic places. Initially, Mu was a gigantic territory which, 
according to what could be verified, by means of numerous evidences found on the islands that 
are its last remains, has seen the development and flourishing of the Mother of Civilizations, on 
Earth, about 25,000 years ago.  

Unfortunately, this powerful and so advanced civilization met its end, in a great cataclysm that 
sank it, together with most of its vast territory, leaving barely a few fragments and scarce 
physical testimonies of its grandeur and splendor, to posterity.   

In the meantime, the survivors of that catastrophe settled in different regions of the planet, 
where they gave impulse to other great civilizations, among which appears the famous 
Civilization, Culture and City of Tiahuanaco, on what currently is the Bolivian High Plateau, 
nearby Lake Titicaca´s area, that apparently was founded by Master and High Priest Aramu 
Muru; one of the survivors of the final destruction of Mu´s geophysical remainder, known, today, 
as ‘Lemuria’.   
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So, this is where this appendix starts to connect with the present work, while leaving the care 
and responsibility of its content to its author, which, although of novelistic appearance and, 
even, with hues of fantasy, presents a plot that corresponds to a deeper reality, lived by the 
Andean people, since millennia, which a reader, without proper preparation and personal field 
experience, with Andean Initiates, could not perceive, grasp and comprehend, in its full extent, 
given the Sacred aspect of its messages and teachings, of great value, as much for yesterday´s 
humanity, as for that of today and tomorrow.   

THE HOLLOW EARTH AND INTRA-TERRESTRIAL WORLD ARE A PROVEN REALITY: 

Today, only incredulous, skeptics, Cartesians and hard-core rationalists, as well as individuals 
who didn´t have the opportunity to have access to these data, or never showed interest for 
researching related information, can still deny, reject or ignore the fact that all of our solar 
system´s planets are hollow, on their inside, and have polar openings that serve as main access 
ways, between their external and inner surfaces.  

Therefore, the Earth possesses an opening at each pole, although that of the North Pole is of 
greater size, especially in the Arctic Summer, when the ice cap thaws away, sufficiently, so that 
water channels open-up, amidst its icy masses, and interconnect the outer world with the inner 
one, by sea. For example, at the end of the 19th century, Olaf Jansen and his father; two 
Norwegian fishermen took advantage of them, to sail aboard their small fishing boat, into the 
Earth´s entrails. Besides, it is possible to penetrate inside the planet, on a plane, by flying over 
the North Pole, with the sole guidance of the altimeter, as U.S. Navy Admiral Richard E. Byrd did, 
in 1947.  

Then, there have been German expeditions to the South Pole, with ships, hydroplanes and 
submarines, during World War II, that managed to reach the Intra-Terrestrial World, without 
mentioning so many others that led several countries to claim a piece of the ‘Frozen Continent’, 
and perform scientific experiments, in parallel with evident military activities which indicate 
their great interest in observing what is going on there, as the Antarctic´s continuous defrost is 
revealing clear evidences that this continent was inhabited, in a remote past, by a more 
advanced civilization than ours, which interests them a whole lot. On the other hand, there are 
pictures, taken by satellites, of the Earth´s polar openings, as well as of those of other planets of 
the solar system, that have recently been released.   

Besides, apart from the fact that the Dalai Lama is that intra-terrestrial civilization´s Official 
Representative, in our outer surface world, there are quantities of physical proof, and some 
testimonies of polar explorers, from the 19th and beginning of 20th centuries, that give us 
irrefutable proof of the existence of a world and advanced civilization, in this planet´s inner side, 
that has been hidden to public knowledge, until recently.  

Indeed, the powerful, who impose their law in the Outer World, do not want common people 
to have the least opportunity to get in touch with their Inner World´s Elder Brothers who are 
much more evolved than we are, because this would cause our leaders´ hegemony of terrestrial 
power to collapse, given that the Intra-Terrestrial World´s wise and peaceful inhabitants, who 
are Fifth Dimension beings, in their majority, possess technologies, powers and knowledge by 
far superior to those handled on the surface, and do not want little evolved humans to generate 
conflicts in their world.    

Actually, those Elder Brothers are descendants of survivors of the catastrophes that annihilated 
great parts of Mu, Hyperborea, Atlantis and other territories of which, today, only islands 
remain. Then, the minority of inhabitants of the Inner World, called ‘Agartha’, is composed of 
human beings, admitted there, who are being prepared, to reach more advanced evolutionary 
levels. 
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Therefore, the wisest of those Brothers, who live in Shambalah; Agartha´s Capital City, are the 
planet´s Guardians who take care of it, from within, thanks to their telepathic and astral 
projection skills and, outside, by means of occasional outings, aboard their crafts that common 
people generally confuse with those of ‘extraterrestrials’.    

In these journeys, towards the planet´s surface, the Intra-Terrestrials take advantage of the 
polar openings or, otherwise, of tunnels that interconnect strategic points, in their world, with 
cave systems located in little frequented places, on the surface, so as to observe human activity, 
every time they judge it important to do so, without, for that much, intervening, unless the 
situation demands it, as the Ayar Brothers did, in the present work.   

THE BEGINNING OF THE TENTH PACHAKUTI, AND THE GOLDEN AGE: 

The present work´s mythical and historical context situates itself between about 5,000 years 
ago, at the dawn of the development of the Aymara Nation, considered to be at the origin of the 
Inkan people, and the 12th century, with the foundation of Qosqo (Cusco), during a time period 
the Andean Cosmogony calls ‘Pachakuti’ which is a Planetary Cycle of about 500 years.  

Back then, the Inkan Civilization and Culture enjoyed the Eighth Pachakuti´s good auspices of 
Light and Prosperity, as it lasted, more or less, until 1492, when the Spaniards got to the 
Americas, changing that continent´s course of history forever and, especially, since Francisco 
Pizarro´s arrival, in 1532, on Peru´s North-west coast, accompanied by 177 well-armed officials 
and soldiers, mounted on horses. Then, with great cunning, and the help of thousands of natives 
opposed to Inkan presence on their land, they managed to defeat and submit the powerful Inkan 
Empire and people, in just a few years, to impose their law, supremacy and hegemony, with 
brutal and sanguinary force, on their territory.    

Thus, it is considered that the Ninth Pachakuti was a dark episode, of much suffering, pain, 
sacrifice and renouncement for the Inkan people who had to bear the worst atrocities, 
throughout the whole Transition Period, Vice Royalty and Colony.    

Then, the Republic came about, during which racial and ethnic discrimination remained well-
marked, and mistreatment of natives, on the part of Spanish descendants and Creoles, was 
commonplace and totally normal, within that time´s social context. In fact, even today, that kind 
of idiosyncrasy and behavior still exist, although mitigated by a greater access to education, 
information and contact with people proceeding from other realities, as well as thanks to 
society´s globalization that forces the individual to evolve towards a more respectful and 
tolerant way of thinking, acting and relating with members of Peru´s native population, whether 
on the Coast, in the Andes or Jungle.   

Now, the Tenth Pachakuti, also called ‘Warmi Pachakuti’, due to the preponderant role women 
will play, during this new cycle, was declared, by the ancient Inkan Amautas (Wise men), as one 
of Light, Peace and World Reunification, through unconditional Love and Free Sharing of 
Universal Knowledge.  

It began in 1992 and, in 2020, its initial development phase is in full vigor, to set and strengthen 
the bases of the New Humanity that is arising, with the Children of the Fulfillment of Prophecies, 
announced, with great hope and eagerness, for a better future, by wise men who could visualize 
forthcoming events, and verbally communicated these prophecies, from generation to 
generation, ´till their accomplishment, for the good of all.  

So, today, even if everything is collapsing, and the Traditional Native American Order seems to 
be in greater danger than ever, to disappear, there is a growing rebirth current that defends and 
protects its ancestral values, in spite of the strong opposition it still faces.  
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In fact, that new current is led by the guardians of those values and knowledge which they are 
sharing with those who deserve to receive them, so that they might subsist and prevail, once 
again, with the necessary adaptations, at the historical moment in which the ‘Inkarri’, or Return 
of the Inka, as Sovereign, will have come, and that Peru´s present native nations might retake 
their own evolutionary trajectory, after that so long and painful historical pause that cost them 
so much to withstand, during five centuries.     

However, the positive side of that immense sacrifice is that it gave the native nations of Amaruka 
(America) the strength and determination to mix with other bloods, in their long gestation and 
engendering process of the New Humanity, on the whole American continent, meanwhile they 
went on struggling for their true sovereignty, in a world that is changing so fast that it no longer 
leaves space for Life, as it ought to be lived, and be respected. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PLEIADES, IN INKAN ASTRONOMY: 

In the course of the 20th century and, up to present, numerous specialists, in different disciplines, 
studied the Inkan Civilization and Culture, under almost all of its known aspects, including 
valuable research on astronomy which the Inkas considered as a Major Science, as it allowed 
them to set the key dates of the year, especially for agriculture and the most important 
ceremonies related, or not, with it. Furthermore, it is known that the Inkas very closely observed 
the movements and characteristics of certain constellations, such as The Pleiades, for example, 
which they called ‘Qolqa’ (Grain Sill or Agricultural Product Warehouse). 

Indeed, as it is known, the Inkan people would give a Major Cult to Tayta Inti, or Father Sun, who 
was their Tutelary Divinity, while the Inkan royalty and blood nobility venerated Wirakocha; their 
Supreme God and World Creator. Thus, the Inkan astronomers used to observe the Sun, from 
closer-up than any other celestial body. This leads us to suppose that they might have known 
that the Sun and its planets are part of The Pleiades´ Constellation; a fact that was scientifically 
verified by Sir Edmund Halley and, later on, with more precision, by other astronomers. That 
way, it was possible to conclude that the Sun occupies the seventh orbit, in relation with that 
constellation´s other stars, although its ecliptic is differentiated, with due respect to its axis and 
trajectory, which could give the false impression that it is not part of Qolqa.  

Therefore, ‘The Seven Sisters’, as the Andean people call The Pleiades´ stars, or main suns, have 
occupied a privileged place, regarding their astronomical study, given that their observation was 
directly linked to rainfalls, sowing seasons and harvests. This is why that constellation was 
considered as the ‘Mother of Stars’, and the most important one in astronomy related to 
agriculture, in Inkan times. 

However, it isn´t known whether the Inkan astronomers were aware of the presence and 
influence of Alcyon´s Photon Belt, as it is the Largest Star in The Pleiades´ Stellar and Planetary 
System, the other main stars of which are: Merope, Atlas, Maya, Electra, Coele, Taigeta and the 
Sun that bears the name of ‘Ors’. But, they might have had knowledge of that phenomenon, 
given that Alcyon is a much larger star than the Sun, and that it is possible that its photon belt 
might have been visible to the naked eye, unless they might have known its existence through 
advanced teachings in astronomy, revealed by Masters who carried a rich and broad ancestral 
knowledge, transmitted since immemorial times. 

What is for sure is that The Pleiades have always had a special place in important Inkan temples, 
such as the Qorikancha (Temple of the Sun), in Cusco, where they had their own temple, or in 
Machu Picchu, for example, as those also served as astronomical observatories that allowed 
astronomers and priests to coordinate key dates, especially regarding the celebration of 
important ceremonies that, in certain cases, were performed on-site. 
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Finally, there are still many enigmas to be elucidated, in relation with the mysterious Inkan 
Culture and its astronomical practices, as well as about the real knowledge the Amautas (Wise 
Scientists) possessed of the Cosmos and its influences on the planet´s destiny, and that of 
humanity. However, as modern researchers and scientists are progressing in their tireless quest 
for the truth, by means of trustworthy evidences, doubts and mistakes are being swept away, 
to yield way to an ever clearer and more complete image of the Inkan Nation´s life, and of how 
its people would carry it out.   

FROM THE DENSEST, TO THE MOST SUBTLE MATTER, EVERYTHING IS ENERGY: 

Before approaching the topic related to the vibrational influence of Alcyon´s Photon Belt, in our 
planetary environment, it is important to open a parenthesis that will allow those who are 
interested in the Ascension Process, to better understand the reasons for which fundamental 
changes are essential, and necessary, in all structures and life forms, as much on the planet, as 
in the beings that inhabit it, so that this process might take place, given that it already is on its 
way, and is inexorable. 

First, we already know that all matter, whether solid, liquid, gaseous or energetic, is composed 
of atoms that are mainly formed by structured energy, in movement, that vibrates in a broad 
spectrum of measurable frequencies that differentiate one type of matter from another, and 
make it so that the reality our five common senses allow us to perceive and experience, might 
be what it is. 

Now, if an individual, or human collective body, is mentally and physically conditioned by some 
mass manipulation system, to only be able to perceive and experience a certain range of 
vibrational frequencies, corresponding to a limited set of Time Lines, or realities, as is the 
present case of the great majority of human beings, obviously, that limitation will not allow them 
to connect with Superior Consciousness Levels, as well as with more subtle realities that escape 
their common senses, when these aren´t trained or properly tuned, to perceive them.   

So, if we want to free ourselves from that dimensional ‘matrix’ that keeps us jailed in a very 
limited and evermore controlled range of perception and live experience, we must open our 
mind to the unknown, seek our Inner Connection, through meditation, for example, and activate 
our Superior Consciousness which is the Subtle Channel that unites our physical, energetic, 
emotional, mental and spiritual bodies to the Soul that is always connected with Superior Levels 
of Consciousness and Life. 

Perhaps that description might seem a bit complex and, even, incomprehensible, to certain 
people, and that is perfectly understandable. So, we´ll try to simplify that metaphysical concept, 
to make it more accessible to a broader public. 

If we manage to set aside almost all of what we have learned, and believe to be real, up to this 
point; that is, if we get to set our mind in a blank state for a sufficient amount of time, in a 
repetitive and regular manner, through meditation and application of mental reprograming, 
visualization or ‘mentalizing’ methods, we will have already taken an important step.  

Indeed, this will allow us to progressively open new perception channels that, up to then, had 
remained inactive, and we´ll be able to have access to new realities, or Time Lines, that will allow 
us to connect with Superior Sources of Knowledge, by means of Awakened and Expanded 
Consciousness States. In fact, this will help us, tremendously, on our Evolutionary Path, and 
preparation process for Ascension to the Fifth Dimension which constitutes our next 
evolutionary step.  
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Obviously, any achievement requires a certain amount of effort and perseverance, to reach it. 
Indeed, the few people who already have opened that Ascension Path know what it takes to 
reprogram their mind and body, to broaden their Consciousness Field, and be live examples of 
that Evolutionary Process, for those who seek it, or are in early stages of that Luminous Path 
Back Home.       

ALCYON´S PHOTON BELT AND THE ASCENSION TO THE FIFTH DIMENSION: 

First, we´ll begin this section with a bit of simplified astronomy, to better comprehend what is 
happening, beyond our planetary environment, as well as here, on Earth. 

Today, everyone knows that the Earth is part of a solar system located in a rotating galaxy, 
popularly known as ‘Milky Way’. However, what few do know is that the Sun, that gives us light, 
is the eighth star of The Pleiades´ Constellation that gathers seven main stars, or suns, each one 
with its own set of planets, or solar system. So, the Sun and its planets are part of that 
constellation, although its ecliptic doesn´t follow the same trajectory as its sister stars. 

When we study the Andean and Inkan Cosmogony, we realize that the wise people, of Peru´s 
ancient cultures, used to venerate The Pleiades´ Constellation, and would keep a narrow 
Spiritual and Sacred Communication with those Seven Sister Stars, through astronomical 
observations, of great precision, as well as with ceremonies and rituals that allowed them to 
remain connected with what they considered as the Constellation of their Cosmic Origins.  

If we take a keener look at that constellation, we see that Alcyon; its Largest Star, is a sun that 
is much larger and more powerful than the Sun we all know. So, just as the Sun does, Alcyon 
irradiates photons that are luminescent particles containing all the elements necessary for Life, 
in the form of energy, which, in the case of that great star, vibrate in a much higher frequency 
range than the photons emitted by the Sun.   

Due to the differentiated ecliptic followed by the solar system, in which the Earth is located, it 
goes through two prolonged periods, of about 10,800 years of exposition to what is called ‘The 
Galactic Night’, at the end of which it once again penetrates the irradiation field of Alcyon´s 
Photon Belt, for a time period of about 2,160 terrestrial years. 

In fact, that famous entry took place on December 21, 2012; date on which ‘the end of the world’ 
had erroneously been predicted and, obviously, didn´t happen, given that the Mayan calendar 
simply indicated the end of an Astrological Era, with the passage from the Era of Pisces to that 
of Aquarius, in terms of occidental astrology, and not the end of the world. 

Thus, from that date on, the Earth´s whole orbit, and the Sun´s full mass, are included and 
interpenetrated by Alcyon´s constant photonic irradiation field, which generates strong 
reactions, on the Sun´s part, against that energetic ‘invasion’, of much higher Fifth Dimension 
vibrational frequencies, whereas the Sun´s photons are of Third and Fourth Dimension.   

Besides, since that date, a clear increase in the frequency, strength and intensity of natural, 
seismic, volcanic and climatic phenomena, on Earth, indicates that the planet is reacting and 
adapting to that evermore massive and dense photonic influence that impulses it to align with 
that new vibrational, energetic and dimensional context. 

Finally, if we consider the measurement of the terrestrial magnetic field´s activity, denominated 
‘Schumann´s Resonance’, we realize that the Earth´s rotating speed, on its own axis, went from 
a frequency of 7.8 to one of 12 Hertz, which means that the planet accelerated its rotation 
speed, in the past years. So, now, time goes by faster than 50 years ago, and the day´s normal 
24 hours have converted themselves into the past´s time-value of 16. Therefore, it´s as though 
the day would have 8 hours less than before, meanwhile that acceleration indicates that the 
planet is also preparing itself for its own Ascension to the Fifth Dimension.   
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Now, let´s talk about Alcyon, its Photon Belt, and the Solar System´s Ascension, as well as about 
that of the Earth and of all its life forms, to the Fifth Dimension. 

First, let´s remember that, since 2012, our planet´s whole orbit is included in the irradiation field 
of Alcyon´s Photon Belt, which makes it so that its energetic influence, of Fifth Dimension 
vibrational frequencies, is slowly generating unavoidable changes, on a planetary level, that are 
necessary in the adaptation process of the planet which is inexorably aligning with that new 
dimensional reality, to go on with its evolutionary course towards the Fifth Dimension.   

So, much of what is happening today, in the world and humanity, simply is the product and 
consequence of an energetic re-calibration, under the growing influence of evermore dense 
photon layers, of Fifth Dimension vibrational frequencies, emitted by Alcyon, so that this solar 
system might also have its chance to evolve, and ascend, from the Third and Fourth Dimensions, 
towards the Fifth. 

Thus, we are fortunate to live in these times of deep changes, although, without doubt, they 
might be quite painful, especially for those who are not ready or prepared to align with the new 
Fifth Dimension´s energetic pattern which offers that unique and historical Evolutionary 
Opportunity to the humans who are preparing themselves, or are ready to accompany that 
Ascension Process, towards a Superior Reality, as it ought to last two human generations, or 
around 50 years, to complete itself, in a natural way.  

So, it´s useless to pay too much attention to all of those ‘natural catastrophes’, wars, pandemics 
and other planetary phenomena that obsess the human mass that is still ‘asleep’ and 
unconscious of its Stellar Origins and Divine Nature.    

We only need to be conscious of the reasons why all of this is happening, and remain focused 
on our individual preparation process, while seeking help from our Elder Brothers, and helping 
those who ask for help, on their own Evolutionary Path, every time we can, within a Collective 
Consciousness frame, on a planetary and extra-planetary level that allows us to ever get better 
anchored in that new vibrational and dimensional reality.  

Yes, indeed, this is the best piece of advice that can be given to anyone, in this critical and 
exceptional moment in which we have the Divine Bliss of being able to actively participate in the 
Earth´s unavoidable Ascension, as it is inexorably following its Evolutionary Process towards the 
Fifth Dimension, while it eliminates and transmutes all of what no longer corresponds to the 
new vibratory reality towards which it is ascending.  

Obviously, it is possible that these words might upset many people, whose Multi-Dimensional 
Consciousness has not yet awakened, or is recently awakening. But, in the Cosmos and multiple 
universes, there are multitudes of evolutionary opportunities, for all life forms, in numerous 
dimensions and infinite worlds. Therefore, the myriads of beings, that won´t follow this 
evolutionary step, will have to reincarnate, to go on evolving, within the vibratory frequency and 
reality that corresponds to them, in some part of the Infinite Cosmos.  

EXCERPTS, WITH SOME [ADENDAS], FROM A MESSAGE  

TELEPATHICALLY SENT BY ATHOS, FROM THE INTRA-TERRESTRIAL WORLD OF AGARTHA,  

AND CHANNELED BY ANALÍA MARTINI,  

DURING THE LATIN AMERICAN ‘LIGHT NETWORK’ ENCOUNTER, 

IN THE CITY OF MAR DEL PLATA, ARGENTINA, ON NOVEMBER 28, 2009 

Brothers [and Sisters], here I am with you. I Am Athos. 
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…Contact is imminent, and you are [telepathically] receiving it, as totally correct information, 
especially if you can refrain from thinking, judging and cataloging the information, as you have 
been taught to do it, [by the system you live in]. 

In order for those Superior Dimensional realities to start manifesting, in a consensual manner, 
for most of you, it is first necessary that you should give your consent, and really get rid of any 
preconceived idea you might have sheltered. Remember that it was an intelligent way of having 
all, and each single one of you, believing in the fact that reality is manifesting itself, in a static 
and equal way, for all, and that, in reality, it depends on how each one connects, from their 
creating center, creating and recreating what later on manifests on the outside.   

Nowadays, due to the profuse quantity of information that circulates, you are being exhorted to 
really center on what the heart indicates, to see where that information comes from.  

Much disguised information has been infiltrated, as well, in an intentional way, using the 
Hierarchies´ common language, but articulating, or intending to, once again, remove you from 
your center, [to] put power on the outside, and force you to feel totally paralyzed, with due 
respect to the imminence of the facts, or their results.  

So, it is very important that, when you receive the information, you check how comfortable you 
feel with it, because that is the only way you will have, to accredit or discredit it and, that way, 
this is how each one will accede to a Superior Consciousness Level.  

Believe us that the ever more intense information bombardment tends to be each time greater 
and, in all of that whirlwind, the misinformation and biased information is more prone to 
manifest itself.  

Remember that there are no single or set paths: There are so many ways to ‘ascend’, as beings, 
on the planet and, even more so, in the Universe. Neither do we want to be objects of adoration 
or reverence. Once again, this is another artificially implanted feature, to concede power to 
whoever is outside the Being, and not within. 

Remember that we simply are your Elder Brothers, with the same genetics, but that, thanks to 
careful work, performed within ourselves, and the others, we have managed to concretely 
manifest this enchanting place we all long for, from the heart.  

In the past, we have shared the conscious filiation of this place, and that information is now 
within you, and this is why there is so much familiarity. 

Do not discredit the information you receive, inwardly. Each one creates their surroundings, in 
the most convenient way, and [those] they feel more comfortable with: Some project images, 
others build words, and others rejoice in colors, sounds and aromas. All of these forms of 
manifestation of the Divinity are facets of the same thing and, eventually, we shall all be in 
conditions to be able to live the full palette of possible experiences. In the meantime, if it is not 
each one who first validates that internal information, thanks, above all, to a loving posture, with 
due respect towards oneself, it won´t be possible to transcend the current level. This means that 
love, towards your selves, is imperious.   

Let´s not confuse aspects related to pride or arrogance that are exclusive of the ego´s area. Let´s 
simply go to the full recognition of the Divinity, in each one, to directly connect with the Divine 
Essence that unites us all, like brothers [and sisters] and, from there, experience one or another 
situation, letting life flow, freely, so that it might constantly recreate itself, that way. As long as 
we are in this manifested Universe, that way of circulating is aligned with an elevated degree of 
frequency that excludes the experience of pain and resistance. Someday, we´ll experience the 
Absolute, for as long as we first recognize God, within ourselves and, from there, in our brother 
[or sister], along that path we are treading on.     
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If many people do this, it will then be possible to establish a new idea of Earth, in a consensual 
way, because everyone will resound with a different frequency, and each one will go on with 
their manifested existence, in accordance with the vibration that unites them to it. That way, 
knowing that, within the plot of reality, the realization of different alternatives is constant, 
always polarize your attention on that which is more aligned with your highest wisdom, and 
know that there always are alternatives… Then, let that Essence which you have first recognized, 
interpret and decide for you, for your most elevated own good. 

Connect with the idea of the Intra-Terrestrial World, and know that, there, in that idea you are 
manifesting, you shall be accompanied, from the thought and intention. This won´t be the first 
time we make contact, as it will be evermore assiduous, open and recognized… We know, with 
certainty, that all are potentially ready for the personal encounter, and it will take place. 
Remember, first, always inside and, from there, towards the outside.  

The more rooted you are to family structures, or known and established institutions, the more 
prone will you be to suffering. Eliminate resistance, and you will eliminate pain. Let it flow. 
Remember, we all are travelers, in this experience, and embrace the differences, because, in 
reality, we all are ONE.   

These words and this message operate on different levels of existence and, furthermore, they´ll 
go on working, from the unconscious level, installing that subtle frequency in your emotional and 
mental fields, to help, in the mental area, to the breaking-down of old and stagnant structures 
that do not allow you to connect with your highest potential and, from the emotional level, to 
heal everything that needs to be repaired, because, only in a unified and full energetic field, is it 
possible to manifest a more perfectible state. But, remember, once again, that this work is 
always from inside, towards the outside. 

We love you, deeply, and are very happy with this contact. Do not fear to resolve, in the practical 
aspect, all that obeys patterns which you no longer feel identified with, because it is only when 
you totally strip yourselves from an old idea that you allow the broad potential of what is new to 
get to your lives. As long as you go on, always rooted to even a small part of what is old, out of 
fear of losing it, that false security is shutting-off the possibility for whatever is new to manifest 
itself. So, trust, fully, that, as you are aligned in the Frequency of Love, you are perfect and safe. 

Thank you very much. 

- Athos 

 

CONCLUSION: 

If we really want to reach our Original State of Being, Unified with the Source of All Creation, we 
first must perform an inner tuning work with our Divine Essence, and feel, from the heart, if we 
enter in resonance with the messages and teachings we have received in our life.  

Then, with that faith and full conviction that this is the Truth, we must detach from all that has 
been established and imposed by the old matrix, or tridimensional reality, that maintains us 
prisoners and unable to open-up to the New Fifth Dimensional Reality that is opening-up before 
our eyes, although they are unable to perceive it, for being blinded by patterns that do not allow 
us to evolve towards the New Reality that is more real than that which we have been jailed in, 
during millennia.   

Thus, we must let go and free ourselves from all material attachment, within our Consciousness 
and daily actions, to be able to open-up and accede the evolutionary level we want to reach, 
from the heart, and which we can now attain, if we want to.  
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Furthermore, like the Inka, the Qoya and their priests did it, in this work, it is essential to purify 
our complex terrestrial vehicle; that is, the bodies, as much physical, as energetic, emotional, 
intellectual and spiritual, considering that we are soul, before being body, incarnated in the Third 
Dimension. That way, within our capacities, Consciousness Awakening level and willpower, we 
will be able to start living our life, from an All Inclusive and Unified Holistic Perspective which is 
proper to the Fifth Dimension, as well as to its laws and rules, through Love, in such a way that 
all bipolarity, opposition and antagonism might disappear from our thought patterns, words and 
actions.    

So, this is the Major Challenge which is awaiting us, and that we can mitigate, if we live in, with 
and for Nature, giving the best of our love to our Great and Generous Mother Earth who always 
has sheltered, fed and protected us, throughout millennia, because it is She who shall help us, 
more than anyone else, to face and overcome the numerous challenges that are forthcoming, 
in this inter-dimensional transition period. 

Alain P. Goormaghtigh 

August 2020  


